The Super-Awesome-Intergalactic-Animal-Friendly Fantastical Activity Book for readers ages 5-9!
This
Super-Awesome-Intergalactic-Animal-Friendly
Fantastical
Activity Book
belongs to:
Where's Turbo?

Turbo is missing! He's not in his cage and Eugene can't find him! Can you help Eugene find his way to Turbo?
Captain Awesome’s Cape

When Eugene put on his cape, he turns into superhero Captain Awesome! If you had a cape, what would it look like? Decorate the cape below, by coloring it or even using stickers. MI-TEE!
Welcome to Nebulon! Now that you’ve arrived, it’s time to get a car—otherwise how do you expect to get to your new home?! Below is your car. Color in your car until it looks as cool as you want it to. Zack’s car is green, but you can color YOUR car ANY COLOR YOU WANT! YIPPEE-WAH-WAH!

“Here is your Nebulon Car! Enjoy!”
WORD SEARCH

Find these words in the box above!

- coin
- travel
- mystery
- journal
- packing
- tree house
- soccer
- cookies
- library
- twins
Zack’s best friend Drake has a super awesome message he wants to share with you. To find out what it is, fill in the blanks below with the correct answers from the book *Hello, Nebulon!* when you’re done, write the circled letter from each answer in the order they appear next to Drake.

1. Drake’s favorite class is _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

2. The name of Zack’s favorite pizza place back home on Earth is _____ - Top

3. The color of Cathy and Charlotte’s bedroom is _____ _____

4. The name of the Nebulon juice Zack tries after his long journey from Earth is _____ _____ _____ melonade

5. Zack’s last name is _____ _____ _____

6. Zack’s favorite color is _____ _____

7. In his bad dream, Zack almost eats a pizza covered in crawling insects and slithering _____ _____ _____

8. The name of Zack’s dog is _____ _____

9. Zack’s mom’s first name is _____ _____ _____

10. Zack’s parents have salmon and _____ _____ _____ potatoes for dinner

11. Zack goes to school at Sprockets _____ _____ _____

12. Zack’s teacher’s name is Ms. _____ _____ _____

SECRET MESSAGE:

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Do you want to be a fabulous detective like Amy? Well, every great detective needs a clue journal. When you come across a clue, write it down in your clue journal, and you’ll be one step closer to solving your own mystery.

Have an adult help you cut out the pages and staple them together to make your very own clue journal.
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The Investigation Begins!

Fill out the following information about your latest mystery.

What's the name of your mystery?

When did the mystery take place?

What are the names of the people (if any) who are going to be helping you?

Who Might Have Done It?!

If you have any suspects, keep track of them here.
Write down and/or draw all of the clues you find in the boxes below.

Clue 1

Clue 2

Clue 3

Clue 4

Give a brief summary of how you solved the case.

How did you solve the case?

What happened?

Who did it?
CROSSWORD

Use the clues to solve the crossword puzzle!

Across
1. Ella runs into her friend Hannah at the_________.  
4. Ethan finds his coin in the___________.  
7. Ella likes to write__________ stories.  
9. This word means ‘to look around.’  
11. Ella’s favorite store is called__________ Mania.

Down
1. Ethan and Ella live in__________.  
2. Ethan and Ella’s favorite bakery is__________ Bakery.  
3. Ethan’s favorite sport  
5. Grandpa Harry gives Ella a__________.  
6. Ethan’s coin has a hawk on one side and a__________ on the other side.  
8. Ethan and Ella’s mom gets a new job as a__________ writer.  
10. Ethan and Ella are__________.
Design Your Own Medallion!

Ask an adult to help you cut out the shapes you want on your medallion. You can add your own shapes too, or even your initials. Don’t forget to decorate your medallion to make it extra special!
Heidi Heckelbeck made some yummy cookies for her school’s cookie competition! However, she can’t find all the cookies she made. Can you help Heidi by guiding her to the missing cookies?
Design Your Own Shield

Who knows what trouble you’ll run into while defending the kingdom! You’ll need a shield to protect yourself. Here’s how to make one:

**MATERIALS:** Shield template, paper plate or a piece of cardboard, empty toilet paper or paper towel roll

**DIRECTIONS:** 1. Glue or tape the shield template to a piece of cardboard or paper plate. 2. Cut along the dotted line of the shield. 3. Design and decorate the shield. 4. Glue or tape the empty toilet paper or paper towel roll to the back of the shield as a handpiece. 5. Now you’re ready to defend the kingdom!
Word Scramble

First, unscramble the words and fill in the blanks. Then unscramble the letters in the boxes to solve the riddle about The Kingdom of Wrenly: The Lost Stone.

1. M E R D A L E
   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

2. R E M D I A M
   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

3. Y A R I F
   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

4. R N I C P E
   ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Riddle: Prince Lucas wants a ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Sophie has made a beautiful picture of her friends playing together on the school playground. There’s just one problem...it’s missing color!

Color in Sophie’s picture using as many beautiful colors as you want to make it stand out!
Sophie Mouse lives in Pine Needle Grove, a small village in Silverlake Forest. Color in the places below. Then cut them out and create a map of how you imagine Pine Needle Grove to be. You can use it to follow along with Sophie’s adventures as you read!
Make your own

TALES FROM

MAPLE RIDGE

BOOKMARK!

Print this page, cut out the bookmark, fold in half, and glue or tape it together. Then you’ll have your own Maple Ridge bookmark to mark your spot in your book!

Happy reading!

Visit TalesfromMapleRidge.com to get a peek at the first chapters of these books—and more!

For more fun from all of these cool series, visit:

CaptainAwesomeBooks.com

GalaxyZackBooks.Com

CritterClubBooks.com

GreetingsfromSomewhereBooks.com

HeidiHeckelbeckBooks.com

KingdomofWrenlyBooks.com

AdventuresofSophieMouseBooks.com

TalesfromMapleRidgeBooks.com

To discover other great book series like these, visit:

IntheMiddleBooks.com